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Adobe Sign for
Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Talent
Hire candidates quickly, easily, and securely .

Accelerate the hiring process across your organization
with Adobe Sign, the preferred e-signature solution
for Microsoft customers. The Adobe Sign integration
for Dynamics 365 for Talent reduces frustrating delays
in offer approvals by making it easy to send and
track legally binding offer letters without leaving the
Dynamics 365 for Talent application. And candidates
can sign anywhere, anytime, on any device.
Speed hiring.
When it comes to hiring the right candidate, timing can be everything.
By adding Adobe Sign to your existing Dynamics 365 for Talent
workflow, you can accelerate the offer process and make it easy for
candidates to say yes right away. Adobe Sign works inside Dynamics 365
for Talent, so HR managers and hiring partners can send out offers
from inside the business tool they already rely on.
Eliminate the administrative overhead of overnighting paper documents
or attaching offers to email messages. Now you can simply log in to
your Adobe Sign account to access built-in e-sign capabilities in the
Attract module of Dynamics 365 for Talent—no additional software
or configuration needed. And candidates immediately get an email
notification that their offer letter is ready to be signed. All they have to
do is click a link in the email and follow a few simple prompts to sign—
from any device.

Adobe Sign helps your organization fill positions faster.
Speed up hiring and
reduce frustrating delays

Improve visibility of
offer letters

Improve customer experience
for candidates

Reduce business risks
in approval processes

Enable managers to send
offers from any device

Leverage powerful new tools
that are easy to install and use
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“Adobe Sign is a game
changer for onboarding,
boosting savings, efficiency,
and compliance.”
CHRIS LOOPE
Chief Digital Officer
EmployBridge

Know what happens—and when.
Take the mystery out of approvals by tracking and managing all your
offer letters inside Dynamics 365 for Talent. Whether you’re seeking
internal approval for offers you’re planning to extend to candidates or
waiting for candidates to approve offers you’ve already made, Adobe
Sign makes it easy to follow your documents through every step of the
process—and jump in quickly when unexpected delays occur.
You can also track outstanding offers from your phone or tablet when
you’re on the go, so you always know where they stand. And every step
is logged and captured in a secure audit trail that stays with the signed
contract inside Dynamics 365 for Talent—so you can automatically
archive records for each approval.

Rely on a trusted solution.
Adobe is the world’s leader in secure digital documents, and its solutions
are trusted by organizations around the world. Adobe Sign provides the
highest level of global security standards to protect your documents
and data. It is fully compliant with all major international laws, as well
as PCI DSS 3.0, HIPAA, SOC 2–Type 2, and ISO 27001. It supports
digital signatures and e-signatures, so offers signed with Adobe Sign for
Dynamics 365 for Talent are legally valid, trusted, and enforceable in nearly
every industrialized country around the world. And you can rest assured
your offer letters are tamper-proof thanks to a digital seal that ensures
document integrity.

Integrate with ease.
Adobe Sign works natively with Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Talent, so
you can integrate it into your current document processes with no coding
required. And your teams can manage their entire e-signature workflow
without ever leaving Dynamics 365 for Talent.

““With Adobe Sign, we’re
replacing our filing cabinets
and expensive storage
facilities with digital storage.
We’re lowering costs,
and we’re also improving
compliance because we
can keep documents secure
and track them much more
reliably.”
CHRIS LOOPE
Chief Digital Officer
EmployBridge

For more information about Adobe Sign for Microsoft Dynamics 365 for
Talent, visit https://adobe.com/go/dynamics-365-for-talent.
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